Consumer Resources

Disclaimer

The information contained herein is provided as a public service with the understanding that Colorado State University makes no warranties, either expressed or implied, concerning the accuracy, completeness, reliability, or suitability of the information. Nor does Colorado State University warrant the use of this information is free of any claims of copyright infringement.

AUTOMOBILES
- Autobytel
- Autopedia
- CarTalk.Cars
- CrashTest
- Edmunds Automobile Buyer's Guide
- Kelley Blue Book
- NADA Guides
- Safety Problems Issues
- Vehix

BOOKS AND TEXTBOOKS
- alibris
- Amazon
- BookFinder
- CSU University Bookstore
- Direct Textbooks
- Powell's Books
- RamsBook Store

CONSUMER INFORMATION RATINGS
- CoPIRGColorado Public Interest Research Group
- Consumer Jungle: Consumer Literacy for Young Adults
- Consumer Protection (Colorado Dept. of Law)
- Consumer Reports Online
- Consumer Review
- ConsumerSearch
- Consumer World
- Federal Consumer Information Center
- Federal Trade Commission
- PriceSCAN
- SafeShopping
- Shopping Safely Online
- U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission

**FRAUDS AND HOAXES**

- Computer Viruses and Email Hoaxes (from Symantec)
- Truth or Fiction
- Health Related Hoaxes and Rumors from the CDC
- Identity Theft (Federal Trade Commission)
- Internet Crime Complaint Center
- Scambusters

**HEALTH AND FITNESS**

- Centers for Disease Control
- Colorado Health Foundation
- FDA Food safety and Applied Nutrition Consumer Advice
- How to Evaluate Health Information on the Internet
- Merck Manual of Medical Information Home Edition

**HOME IMPROVEMENT**

- DoItYourself
- Hometime
- Home Maintenance and Repair
- ImproveNet
- Old House Web
- This Old House

**PERSONAL FINANCE**

- AARP Money & Work
- Banxquote
- BigCharts
- Money
- Morningstar
- Smartmoney
- Truth About Credit

**REAL ESTATE**

- America Mortgage Amortization Calculator
- Best Places to Live
- Northern Colorado Real Estate (Coloproperty.com)
- Cost of Living Comparisons
- Homes for Sale (HUD Homes)
- HSH Associates, Financial Publishers
- Mortgage Calculator
- Realtor

**TRAVEL**

- Airport Rental Cars
- AMTRAK
- Concierge
- Currency Site
- Expedia
- Festivals
- Greyhound